
Reduct ion Vs. Oxydat ion  

Question: These two pots were fired in the same kiln. The larger pot was taken out first and put into 
a reduction can. Immediately afterward, the second pot was taken out and put into a separate 
reduction can. Both cans were quickly covered with lids. The two pieces were both glazed with copper 
sand. Why is the first pot copper colored and the second rainbow colored? 

 

Answer: It has to do with oxidation and reduction. The pot that was not "flashed" was completely 

starved of oxygen (reduction) and the copper in the glaze turned "copper" color. The piece that was 
flashed was allowed to "breathe" (oxidation) and different colors developed. 

On one end of the raku color spectrum is a copper penny color and on the other end is green. Firing 
for these respective colors is an easy endeavor. Shut the reduction can right away for a copper penny 
color (reduction), and leave the can open for green (oxydation). The tough part is hitting it in he 
middle. How does one get the rainbow of colors between the green and the copper? This has to do 
with creating an atmosphere in the can which allows for oxidation AND reduction. This cannot really 
happen at the same time so it is done in phases. This is the purpose of the flash. Put the pot in the 

can, then shut it (reduction), wait a little bit, then open the can (oxidation) and make a big fire ball. 
The process can be repeated, but it is important for the ceramic piece to be hot. Doing this while the 
temperature is lower causes the colors to get muddy. These effects can also be done by letting the 
paper burn in the can for a while, then shutting the lid. Not as spectacular as the flash, but just as 
effective. 
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